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THEBGLNEWS 
Vol. 67 Issue 129 
Job interview appointments taken 
by Paula Wethington 
reporter 
Beginning tomorrow, Univer- 
sity students can make appoint- 
ments for fall jobs through the 
Student Employment Office in 
the Student Services Building. 
Many kinds of jobs are avail- 
able tor students this fall, 
according to Fran Weiss, em- 
Siloyment specialist in the Of- 
ices of Financial Aid and 
Student Employment. "Almost 
every office in the various de- 
partments on campus hires stu- 
dents," she said. 
Students must have an ap- 
pointment to obtain a job refer- 
ral and interview during the 
first two weeks of the fall semes- 
ter, Weiss said. Appointments 
may be made by calling a spe- 
cial phone number (372-2721) 
from August 1 to August 23. 
Students will not arrange an 
appointment in person for these 
three weeks, they must call on 
the phone. 
JOB APPOINTMENTS can be 
made for the following days: 
Aug. 26, 27, and 28; and Septem- 
ber 3 and 5. Aug. 26 is set aside 
for work study students only. All 
other days are open to make 
appointments. After the first 
two weeks of the fall semester, 
students can walk in without an 
appointment .to obtain a job re- 
ferral, Weiss said. 
On-campus student jobs 
usually pay $3.35 an hour, with 
students workinglO to 12 hours a 
week, she said. The biggest em- 
ployer on campus is Food Oper- 
ations, which hires students 
part-time to work in the cafete- 
rias and snack bars. Other jobs 
include library assistants, com- 
puter lab monitors, ana resi- 
dence hall night guards. 
WHEN A STUDENT comes 
into the Student Employment 
Office, he should first look at the jobs posted on the bulletin 
boards. Weiss said. Jobs de- 
scribed on blue cards are re- 
served for work-study students, 
and jobs described on yellow 
cards are open to everyone. Stu- 
dents should pick two job de- 
scriptions they like and write 
down the job number. 
Once the student presents the 
job number and a student I.D. to 
the Student Employment staff, 
he is given a yellow referral slip 
that guarantees a job interview 
and the name of the person to 
contact for the interview. Stu- 
dents may only receive two re- 
ferrals per visit to the Student 
Employment Office. 
AFTER THE, if the student is 
hired, the referral must come 
back to Student Employment or 
the student's paychecks will be 
held. A new employee must 
bring the referral back to Stu- 
dent Employment in person and 
fill out payroll forms, but a 
student who has previously 
worked on campus may let the 
employer return the referral. 
Both payroll forms are optio- 
nal, Weiss said. The first is a 
Privacy Act Release, which tells 
Student Employment if they can 
pass on information about a 
student to future employers and 
credit card companies. The sec- 
ond form, involving the Public 
Employee Retirement System, 
lets the student declare whether 
retirement pay should be de- 
ducted from future paychecks or 
not. 
STUDENTS ARE paid every 
two weeks, starting about three 
to four weeks after they start 
working. A student may receive 
one merit pay increase a year 
after they have worked for three 
months. Students also receive a 
longevity increase after working 
BOO hours at the University. 
According to Weiss, several 
restrictions apply to on-campus 
jobs. First, all students who 
desire an on-campus job have to 
be at least a half-time student - 
six hours of classes for an under- 
graduate student and four hours 
for a graduate. 
ALSO, IF a student has too 
much financial aid, they may be 
restricted from having an on- 
campus job. Work-study stu- 
dents are in particular limited to 
earning a certain amount of 
money. Graduate students may 
also find a job will conflict with 
their teaching fellowships. 
On the other hand, students 
may take more than one on- 
campus job if they wjsh. Over- 
time pay at time-and-a-half will 
be paid if a student works more 
than 40 hours a week in one 
department. Also, students who 
leave the University to do an 
internship or an exchange may 
stay at their old on-campus jobs 
if the department manager is 
willing to hire them back. 
Weiss also said if a student is 
fired or quits an on-campus job, 
this will not prevent them from 
getting another job. "We look at 
them as students first," she 
said. "If a student doesn't get 
along with one manager, this 
does not mean he or she won't do 
well in the next job. Therefore, 
we don't look at your work re- 
cord when you want a new job." 
McGreevey plans for fall 
Mike McGreevey 
by Shelly Trusty 
editor 
This summer was not en- 
tirely uneventful for under- 
graduate student government 
(USG) president Mike Mc- 
Greevey. He has been busy 
planning and organizing for 
next fall to insure an efficient 
and professional USG. 
"I have been busy organiz- 
ing the office up here, an 
internal thing, to make it 
more professional and busi- 
ness-like, more government- 
like." McGreevey said. He 
said such things as filing sys- 
tems have been redesigned to 
insure a more efficiently run 
organization in the fall. 
McGreevey said he looks 
forward to addressing issues 
relevant to the students next 
fall. He believes an important 
aspect of this is education. 
"WE'RE STARTING an ed- 
ucation program next semes- 
ter that will let them 
(representatives) know what 
their responsibilities are and 
making them want to take an 
active role. We want them to 
actually get something out of 
it," he said. 
According to McGreevey, 
two retreats are planned to 
educate and prepare mem- 
bers of USG to address impor- 
tant educational issues. One 
retreat, for cabinet members, 
BG News/Jim Youll 
is planned for next month. 
The other retreat will be for 
representatives and will 
cover information on basic 
issues. 
"We'll go somewhere for a 
day and a half intensive 
workshop on parlimentery 
procedure, goal setting and 
working together," McGree- 
vey said. 
IN ADDITION, workshops 
will be held on specialized 
topics such as higher educa- 
tion bills. "An actual under- 
standing (of a higher 
education bill) will be in- 
volved (in voting decisions) 
rather than getting a quick 
• See McGreevey, page 6. 
Cause of death changed 
Lab errors in reporting blood alcohol test results 
by Jim Nieman 
managing editor 
An error by the Wood County 
Hospital (WCH) testing labo- 
ratory has led to a change in the 
official cause of death in the 
drowning of a former University 
student. 
It is the same laboratory cur- 
rently being sued for allegedly 
incorrectly reporting hepatitus 
at Sundance Restaurant, 110 N. 
Main, last year. 
On July 23 the laboratory re- 
ported a blood alcohol content 
(BAC) sample of Tyrone 
Wright, 722 Eighth St., taken 
July 20 was incorrect. The July 
20 test indicated Wright had a 
BAC of 400 milligrams; the test 
was repeated July 23 and re- 
vealed a BAC of 40 milligrams 
(100 milligrams is legally drunk 
in Ohio), according to Dr. Benja- 
min Pancinco, pathologist who 
made the error. 
The testing error has forced 
Wood County coroner Dr. Roger 
Peatee to change the official 
cause of death from "asphyxia- 
tion and alcoholism" to asphyx- 
iation. 
Peatee has not decided 
whether to change his initial 
decision to rule Wright's death a 
homicide. Wright drowned after 
allegedly being thrown off the 
end of a dock by one of seven 
companions at a farm pond near 
Weston. 
According to Pancinco, "The 
error was made in the interpre- 
tation of the numerical figures." 
Pancinco refused to comment 
on the Sundance Restaurant 
lawsuit. 
Peatee said he will consider a 
number of factors before decid- 
ing whether to rule the death a 
homicide. 
One factor is Wright had epi- 
lepsy, Peatee said, and "he has 
a history of having seizures." 
Peatee also said he has to 
confer with the county pros- 
ecuter and wait for results from 
microscopic tests now being 
conducted. 
"(The microscopic tests) 
might show if there were any 
other abnormalities in the 
body," Peatee said. The test 
results won't be back for a "cou- 
ple of weeks," he said. 
Pay negotiations set 
by Phillip B. Wilson 
staff reporter 
Pay increase negotiations be- 
tween University administra- 
tion officials and members of 
the Classified Staff Council are 
to begin today at 4 p.m. 
The council members will 
meet with Karl Vogt, vice presi- 
dent for University Operations, 
to discuss fringe benefits, retire- 
ment, workers compensation, 
and longevity pay and step in- 
creases. 
The major concern in the talks 
is the pay increase that the 
University's 1,020 classified em- 
ployees are to receive for the 
196166 fiscal year. 
A CLASSIFIED empolyee is a 
an employee whose activites are 
covered under section 127 of the 
Ohio revised code. According to 
a recent pay-plan proposed by 
Vogt, the classified workers are 
to receive either a 30 cent per 
hour raise or 4 percent raise, 
whichever is greater. 
According to the Monitor, the 
council agreed to use these fig- 
ures as a minimum base to work 
from in the negotiations. 
IN ITS 1965-86 educational 
budget, the University employ- 
ees were appropriated $657,700 
for classified wages and bene- 
fits, which is a 6 percent in- 
crease. 
Of that total, $82,425 has been 
set aside for retirement and 
worker's compensation, $80,073 
is to be used for step and longev- 
ity pay increases, and the re- 
maining $495,202 is to be 
distributed in some manner. 
THE PROBLEM is that coun- 
cil believes cuts taken out for 
retirement, worker's compensa- 
tion, and step and longevity in- 
creases should not come out of 
the original appropriation, Sha- 
ron Stuart, Classified Staff 
Council chair-elect, said. 
Council believes the Univer- 
sity should use the entire 
amount for actual pay in- 
creases, she said. 
"We just want to be treated 
fairly," Stuart said. "We want to 
restructure the pay system for 
classified employees and have 
more equitable distribution of 
salaries for University employ- 
ees." 
"It's a terrible, terrible is- 
sue," she said. "There are so 
many people that work hard for 
the University and the big dis- 
parity between what classified 
staff is getting (and what was 
appropriated) has caused a lot 
of baa feelings." 
DAVID MALEY, council 
chair, said that council will have 
a better idea of what to expect 
after today's meeting. 
"We don't know what to ex- 
pect because we've never had an 
issue like this," he said. "The 
University has been good to the 
classified staff in the past so I 
am optimistic." 
Bicycle thefts at University are very common 
by John Cummings 
and Shelly Trusty 
A student rides his bicycle to 
the library and locks it to the 
guardrail near the steps. After a 
couple hours of research and 
homework he leaves the library 
and stands at the top of the 
steps. "I know I rode my bike," 
he says to himself. After a few 
minutes of searching he reports 
his bicycle stolen. 
Such situations happen every 
day on campus and in the city of 
Bowling Green. Bicycles are a 
popular mode of transportation, 
especially during the summer, 
and often cyclists ignore bicycle 
theft. 
Charlotte Starns, director of 
Parking Services, said many 
people believe there is little pos- 
sibility of having their bicycle 
stolen. Often bicycles are not 
locked up well, and sometimes 
they are not locked at all, she 
said. According to Campus Safe- 
ty/Security records, there was a 
slight increase in the number of 
bicycles stolen from 1982-1983 to 
the 1983-84 academic year. Be- 
tween August 1983 and July of 
1964,131 bicycles were reported 
stolen at the University; approx- 
imately 5 percent were recov- 
ered. Figures for 1984-85 are not 
yet available. 
ONE REASON for the bike 
thefts is faulty locks, Sternes 
said. "Many of the locks are 
unstable and they aren't strong. 
Most of the bikes stolen have 
been chained with combination 
locks," Sterns said. 
Sterns said a bicycle is de- 
fined by state law as a vehicle, 
and must be taken care of as 
such. "A strong lock can prevent 
any attempts to steal the bike, 
and even if it is stolen, having it 
registered makes the search 
easier," she added. 
Bicycles can be registered 
with the city police or with Cam- 
pus Safety/Security for a fee of 
$1. Registered serial numbers 
are recorded with city hall. 
• See Bicycle theft, page 5. 
University given state money 
by Phillip B. Wilson 
staff reporter 
Almost $911 million will be 
allocated to Ohio's public col- 
leges and universities as a result 
of the Ohio Board of Regents 
recent release of more than $1.2 
billion in state appropriations. 
These stele funds are the pri- 
mary source of financial contri- 
bution by the state to Ohio's 
institutions. 
One of the appropriations is 
$548,625 for the expansion of the 
University's Business Adminis- 
tration Building. 
ACCORDING TO to Robert 
McGeein, University director of 
Capital Planning, the money 
serves as a supplement to the 
original appropriations given by 
the state tor a building addition. 
He said the project is presently 
being planned and an architect 
has been hired. 
One of the major reasons for 
the early release of state funds 
lies in Gov. Richard Celeste's 
recent biennial budget that was 
signed July 3. The budget places 
a strong emphasis on the im- 
provement of Ohio's institutions. 
"It's one of the better budgets 
that the colleges and universi- 
ties have received in several 
years," William Napier, vice 
chancellor of External Affairs 
for the Ohio Board of Regents, 
said. 
"IT WOULDN'T have mat- 
tered how much money we 
asked for if they hadn't made us 
a major priority," he said. 
"Its an excellent budget- 
."said Richard Eakin, vice pres- 
ident of Planning and 
Budgeting. "It's one that Bowl- 
• See Classified, page 4. 
ft 
TyrelVs fire investigated 
by Jim Nlem«n 
managing editor 
Juveniles playing with bot- 
tle rockets is the probable 
cause of the July 17 fire that 
leveled Tyreu's Market, 
causing an estimated loss of 
$600,000 to $800,000, Bowling 
Green Fire Chief Jack Go- 
said  in  a  prepared 
Witnesses observed juve- 
niles playing with fireworks 
behind the store prior to the 
Are. Gonyer said although 
eiploded and unexploded 2- 
type rockets wert fowl 
at the scene following the fire, 
the actual cause cannot be 
determined. 
THE FIRE'S point of origin 
was determined by an investi- 
gating team composed of Go- 
nyer, Firefighter Carl 
Dewyer of the Bowling Green 
Fire Division, Sgt. Claude 
Ctouse of the Bowling Green 
Police Division, and Kenneth 
Pauken of the Ohio State Fire 
Marshal's office. 
.. The fire originated in 
a storage area outside of the 
building on the northeast side 
where wooden pallets, wood 
crates, quantities of bushel 
baskets, plastic hanging plant 
baskets, and picnic tables 
were stored, along with paper 
and straw that had blown in 
and around these items," Go- 
nyer said. 
THE FIRE then worked its 
way up the gable end of the 
roof structure that had been 
sheeted with cedar siding. 
"The fire was drawn 
through the upper structure 
by the exhaust fan on the west 
end of the building and the air 
conditioning units, involving 
the total area," Gonyer said. 
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Editorial 
Lab testing faulty 
Laboratory tests are too important to let 
errors slip into the public eye. In the past 
week a laboratory test showing a drowning victim's 
blood alcohol content (BAC) to be 0.40 was released 
without double-checking the facts. It took three 
days for the error to be noticed and retested before 
the blood alcohol level was changed to 0.04. Such an 
error is a grave mistake, leading people to believe 
the lab was incompetent and careless with their 
reports. 
Lab testing and reporting of results must be done 
carefully to ensure all results are correct. Tests are 
performed at length to ensure accuracy, whether 
the testing is done to determine a cause of death or 
a minor physical problem. 
Any information released must be extremely 
accurate and not contain errors that will affect the 
outcome of any investigation, especially one con- 
cerning a cause of death. 
Reporting accurate facts about a cause of death 
is a social responsibility of the testing lab involved, 
and facts should be checked over carefully to 
ensure accuracy. Errors can occur at any moment, 
but such an important piece of information can 
make the difference between determination of a 
death as accidental or a homicide. 
Social responsibility involves caring for the pub- 
lic interest. In the process of the laboratory testing, 
results should be shown to be accurate and stand 
repeated testing to ensure that accuracy. Whether 
the results were tested again for accuracy is one 
thing, but to not find such a grave error sooner than 
it was found is not only frustrating but damaging to 
those involved. 
The error could have been found sooner, causing 
much less damage than was done to those involved 
Determining what caused the death of a person is 
too important to an investigation and should not be 
treated lightly. In this case, the lab seemed to be 
insensitive to the testing of samples to establish 
what may have caused the person involved. Such 
carelessness must be avoided. 
Federal psych testing revised 
Helena: where have 
the people gone? 
by John Cummlngs 
editorial editor 
Driving back to Bowling 
Green on Sunday, I passed 
through a small town in the 
middle of nowhere, a place 
called Helena, Ohio. I've trav- 
eled through this wonderful 
small town countless times and 
have always admired the nice 
homes and the wonderful sur- 
roundings. There's one problem, 
however - where are the peo- 
ple? 
Helena is a pretty little com- 
munity. There s a little market 
over there that reminds me of a 
place where people can go to 
talk about things going on in the 
community, who's seeing who, 
and what events are happening 
in the county. A church sits 
along the road, and there is even 
a gas station, but where are the 
people who operate these 
places? 
Helena has a big reputation 
for being a ticket trap, accord- 
ing to many University students 
who drive through the commu- 
nity. Every month (generally 
toward the end of each) students 
are stopped by a lone police car 
and given a ticket for doing 50 
m.p.h. in a 35 m.p.h. zone. Other 
than this, I never hear of much 
activity in the city. 
Helena also has a large lum- 
ber company just on the out- 
skirts of town. I've often 
wondered if this is the only in- 
r
 in town or whether there 
i be something else. Even 
the industry there and 
whatever business that takes 
place, still there doesn't seem to 
be too many people there. 
While driving the stretch from 
the Ohio Turnpike to Bowling 
Green on Sunday, I wondered 
how many people I had seen in 
the   three-and-one-half   years 
I've driven through Helena. 
Let's see: there was a little boy 
riding a bike on Main Street one 
day, and once I saw a little car 
(other than the lone police car) 
pulling out of a driveway on a 
side street. Another time there 
was a man walking out of the 
market on Main Street with one 
bag of groceries, and on another 
occassion there was a woman 
coming from the church on a 
Sunday afternoon. So where are 
the rest of the people? 
The town isjvetty, no ques- 
tion about it. There is so much 
about a little town that appeals 
to me. Coming from metropol- 
itan Cleveland, a small town 
sort of intrigues my mind — 
farming (or the lumber com- 
pany in town) is the business 
interest of the city (or so the sign 
at the city limits says), and the 
market looks like it might have 
a lot going in it when people shop 
there. In the suburbs of Cleve- 
land, the atmosphere is pretty 
impersonal, and people just do 
their own thing without too 
much concern for the person 
next to them. Small towns have 
that caring atmosphere about 
them. 
Helena is probably a town full 
of hustle and bustle, and there 
are probably a wealth of things 
going on there. So where are the 
people? If there's anyone read- 
ing this from Helena, let us know 
what's happening there. It's 
really strange to travel through 
a community where there 
doesn't seem to be anyone liv- 
ing. Is Helena an illusion amid 
the cornfields? Let us know if 
you can; there have to be people 
living there somewhere. 
John Cummings, senior public 
relations major from North 
Olmsted, Ohio, is editorial editor 
for the News. 
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by Art Buchwald 
sydlcated columnist 
Psychological testing in the 
U.S. government has come un- 
der fire from several congres- 
sional committees, who feefthat j Job applicants a series of 
tions to guage their person- 
ties is an invasion of privacy. 
The test that has come in for the 
most criticism is the Minnesota 
Multiphasic Personality Inven- 
tory, a 566-question true or false 
quiz. 
As an answer to the MMPI. 
one of its critics has developed 
the North Dakota Null-Hypoth- 
esis Brain Inventory, which the 
reader is invited to take right 
now. Answer true or false: 
1. I salivate at the sight of 
mittens. 
2. If I go into the street, I'm 
apt to be bitten by a horse. 
3. Some people never look at 
me. 
4. Spinach makes me feel 
alone. 
5. My sex life is A-okay. 
6. when I look down from a 
high spot, I want to spit 
7.1 like to kill mosquitoes. 
8. Cousins  are not to be 
trusted. 
9. It makes me embarrassed 
to fall down. 
10. I get nauseous from too 
much roller skating. 
11. I think most people would 
cry to gain a point. 
12.1 cannot read or write. 
13.1 am bored by thoughts of 
death. 
14.1 become homocidal when 
people try to reason with me. 
13.1 would enjoy the work of a 
chicken flicker. 
16. I am never startled by a 
fish. 
17. My mother's uncle was a 
good man. 
18. I don't like it when some- 
body is rotten. 
19. People who break the law 
are wise guys. 
SO. I have never gone to pieces 
over the weekend. 
21. I think beavers work too 
hard. 
22.1 use shoe polish to excess. 
23. God is love. 
24.1 like mannish children. 
25. I have always been dis- 
turbed by the size of Lincoln's 
ears. 
26. I always let people get 
ahead of me at swimming pools. 
27. Most of the time I go to 
sleep without saying goodbye. 
28.1 am not afraid of picking 
up door knobs. 
29.1 believe I smell as good as 
most people. 
30. Frantic screams make me 
nervous. 
31. It's hard for me to say the 
right thing when I find myself in 
a room full of mice. 
32.1 would never tell my nick- 
name in a crisis. 
33. A wide necktie is a sign of 
disease. 
34. As a child I was deprived of 
licorice. 
35.1 would never shake hands 
with a gardener. 
36. My eyes are always cold. 
Now for the results. If you 
have answered more questions 
false than true, you should try 
for the Peace Corps. 
If you answered 18 true and 18 
false, you should apply for work 
with the Voice of America. 
If you refused to answer some 
of the questions, you might work 
for the White House. 
If you held your hand over the 
n'ions while you answered 
, you should go into the 
FBI. 
If you talk about this test to 
anybody else, then you could 
never get a security clearance 
and you'd better stay where you 
Art Buchwald is a columnist 
for the Los Angeles Times Syn- 
dicate. 
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Camp makes kids more 'worldly' 
by George Will 
syndicated columnisl 
CAMP MINIWANCA, Some- 
where in the Trackless Wastes 
of Michigan - There having 
been no letters home, the father 
visited his son's summer camp 
to ascertain whether his 11-year- 
old was still in residence or had 
perhaps moved on to Monte 
From a distance, the father 
spotted the son's familiar cos- 
tume: purple and chartreuse 
and orange Jams - an unspea- 
kably unshapely brand of shorts 
- and black Bruce Springsteen 
"Born in the USA Tour" T-shirt. 
Children who attend a school 
that has a strict dress code use 
the summer for retaliation 
against aesthetic standards. 
The son's skin is a Jackson 
Pollock canvas of scabs and 
abrasions that testify to an 11- 
year-old's refusal to be im- 
pressed by 11-year-olds. The ten- 
der moment of reunion began 
with this exchange: 
Father: "Hi, Geoffrey, your 
mother sends her love and says 
she is going to kill you." 
Son: "No, really, dad." 
The son's three-word riposte 
disconcerted dad because it dis- 
rupted the familiar rhythm of 
such exchanges. The "No, 
really, dad" usually comes at 
the end of a particularly imagi- 
native fabrication, after dad has 
rolled his eyes heavenward. 
This time the sincerity gambit 
— "no, really, dad" - came 
even before he launched into his 
explanation of why he had not 
written home. The explanation 
was this: 
"I wrote letters but I put them 
in my fishing-tackle box but I 
lost my tackle box but unfortu- 
nately I didn't lose my fishing 
lures because they were stuck to 
my towel, I'm not sure why, and 
I caught an eight-inch large- 
mouth bass right over there, and 
you remember those good pants 
I brought, well, someone left a 
ri in his clothes and it exploded 
the laundry, and don't worry 
about the books I'm supposed to 
read for school because I have 
read one almost, and do you 
want to go canoeing?" 
Camp builds character in 
campers, but not irreparably. 
Camp builds character in par- 
ents, beginning with the off-to- 
camp farewell at the airport. 
When their children show signs 
of reluctance to leave, and there 
are flickers of human feelings in 
the children, the parents leam to 
their astonishment that their 
children like them. 
Geoffrey was planning a vi- 
deo-games orgy at Chicago's 
O'Hare airport while waiting for 
the flight to Muskegon. United 
Airlines had a better idea and 
clapped him and other minors in 
a room with a TV and guard. 
This, says Geoffrey with a bit- 
terness that time will not as- 
suage, was the summer's 
foremost airline hostage out- 
rage. He says United is run by 
Shiites. I don't know where Geo- 
ffrey learned the vice, but he is 
forever editorializing. 
He has high regard for the 
young men who superintend him 
at camp. One of them, he notes 
KintedJy, "is a halfback and 
s not broken his neck." This is 
an oblique editorial comment on 
father's opposition to son play- 
ing football. The leader in an- 
other cabin is vastly admired 
because he has "a Rambo knife 
and a Rambo bow that can shoot 
an arrow through two people." I 
do not ask how he knows that 
Breakfast begins with a sung 
grace and a short Robert Frost 
poem, but it is hard to keep the 
tone so high when tamping food 
into creatures whose preferred 
mealtime diversions include one 
table shouting "Tastes great!" 
and another responding "Less 
filling!" 
Camp Miniwanca has a liberal 
parole policy, so I am allowed to 
whisk Geoffrey down the road to 
teeming Whitehall, which num- 
bers  among  its  metropolitan 
pleasures a Pizza Hut. The pep- 
peroni is a foretaste of the great 
coming-home banquet of carbo- 
hydrates: Pizzas with a side 
order of McDonald's french 
fries. That is just the menu to 
nourish the metabolism and 
maintain the emotional equilib- 
rium of my modern American' 
boy who praises Camp Mini- 
wanca for the selection of candy 
bars in the store. 
"The candy," he says with the 
measured judgment of a fledg- 
ling pundit, "is the only contact 
with the modern world." When 
his father asks, as any correct 
thinking father would, "What is 
so great about the modern 
world?" the son, who is used to 
his father's quirkiness, resorts 
to an unsatisfactory evasion: 
"Well, okay, not 'the modern 
world,' but 'civilization.'" 
He is learning to make distinc- 
tions and moccasins. It is a 
summer well spent. But the fa- 
ther feels, as fathers will, a pang 
that is an alloy of pride and 
regret. It comes with intima- 
tions that the world is calling his 
children, and they are acquiring 
competencies and independence 
and are outward bound. 
George Will is a columnist for 
the Washington Post Writer's 
Group. 
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Letters and guest columns 
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History major is now horticulturist 
by Patricia Geller 
graduate reporter 
BG News/Jim Kltz 
Green thumb 
(above) Horticulturist Joe Baker stands In the Desert Room of the 
Biology greenhouse, which is located behind the Technology Building. 
(right) One of Baker's Interests is the year-round malntalnance of the 
greenhouse's plants. Here he works with one of the larger plants In the 
Tropical Room. 
Sometimes experience is the 
best teacher and Joe Baker, 
horticulturist for the biology 
greenhouse, is a prime example. 
Baker began what he calls an 
"intensified internship" at the 
greenhouse in 1973. 
Baker was about to start his 
senior year at the University 
when the Job opened up at the 
greenhouse, which is located 
behind the Technology Building. 
Although he was majoring in 
history, Baker applied for the 
Kb because he had experience 
working with plants. 
He began his career working 
for the parks department in 
Dayton during the summer. 
When a job came open in the city 
greenhouse, which grew flowers 
for all that city's parks, he took 
it "A couple of fellows (at the 
greenhouse) showed me an ap- 
preciation for growing things," 
Baker said. 
Baker, who also attended 
Wright State University. Day- 
ton, never earned his degree, 
but would like to take classes in 
horticulture. He depends on 
reading to keep up on the latest 
developments in the field. 
THE BIOLOGY greenhouse 
has many functions and is not 
used exclusively by the Univer- 
sity, Baker said. The green- 
house is used for biology labs, 
school field-trips and has been 
used for inspiration by photogra- 
phers and creative writers, he 
said. 
Although operated by the Bi- 
ology Department, the green- 
house is open to "anyone who 
needs help culturing plants," he 
said. Baker said he receives a 
lot of calls from the community 
asking for advice on plant and 
tree problems. 
The greenhouse was built in 
its present location in 1968, 
Baker said. Before that it was 
located behind Moseley Hall, 
where the Off-Campus Com- 
muter Center is, he said. The 
Seenhouse contains a Tropical 
torn, a Desert Room, two in- 
termediate temperature rooms 
and a work area. 
Although Baker has never cat- 
alogued the plants he thinks the 
greenhouse has about 25 differ- 
ent families and hundreds of 
j of plants.' 'We grow every- 
' we can find," he said. Most 
of the new plants are started 
from cuttings and seeds that 
people bring in. Professors and 
graduate students also collect 
plants for research and while 
traveling, he said. 
BAKER NOT only grows new 
plants, but maintains existing 
ones. There are seasonal prob- 
lems and pest problems of which 
he must always be aware, he 
said. 
Sometimes winter storms will 
cause problems with the heating 
system and during the summer 
fans and shading are used to 
protect plants, he said. Temper- 
ature in each of the rooms must 
be carefully controlled accord- 
ing to plants' climate needs. 
BG News/ Jim Kltz 
Watering and fertilizing must 
also be adjusted to the plants' 
seasonal needs. For example. 
Slants need more water and 
ertilizer during their growing 
season than during their dor- 
mant period. To control insects 
Baker "sprays constantly." 
"The only rule to remember 
when growing plants is that 
there are no set rules," Baker 
said. It is important to learn 
about plants before buying 
them, he said. He advocates 
matching specific plants to the 
conditions in your home or gar- 
den. 
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352-1596 
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WINE SHOP 
107 State St. at E. Wooster 
(across from Harshman) 
353-5731 
open 7 days a week 
imported beers, fine wines, cheeses, bagels 
The first and last word 
in Italian ice cream: 
Gelato 
Stop in today for your 
free taste of Gelato 
«•* 
K(< (Formerly 
Margarita's) 
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! 
Margarita of the week: Peack 
Mexican & American Menu. 
Daily Luncheon Specials 
Patio Open For Lunch & Cocktails 
Hours: Attitude Adjustment 
Mon.-Fri. 11am-1pm Period: 
Sat. 4pm-1pm Mon. 4 Tues.       3-9pm 
Sun. 4pm- 11pm Wed.-Fri.               3-6pm 
expires 8-6-85 Reg. $10 
Student Services Building 
University Bookstore 
(In The Student Services Building) 
PARKING AIR CONDITIONING 
WELCOME FRESHMEN! 
New and Used Textbooks 
•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE 
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS 
•BEST SELLERS 
•PAPERBACKS 
•STCJDY AIDS 
•MAGAZINES 
•CALCULATORS 
•BGSCJ CLOTHING 
•ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
•FILM & DEVELOPING 
•GREETING CARDS 
•BGSCJ IMPRINT ITEMS 
•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS 
•GIFTS 
Master Card/Visa Accepted 
Phone: 372-2851 
B ■ 
Store Hours: 8:00 to 5:00 Mon-Fri. 
9:00 to 5:00 Sat. 
Pre-Registration Hours: 7:30 to 5:00 Mon-Thurs. 
7:30 to 1:00 Fri. 
Haircut 
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Mon. • 9:30 • 5:00 
T, W, TH, - 9:30 - 6:30 
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Sat. -9:30- 4:00 ££ % j^ 
THE HAIR REPAIR 
"When quality comet Href 
located In the Stadium View Shopping Center 
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THE LINDEN TREE RESTAURANT 
1450 E. Wooster 352-7333 
Open 7 days 6:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Frl.       On Our Buffet... 
Shrimp, Perch, Chicken, Lasagna, 
Mash Potatoes, Gravy, Vegetable 
Homemade Soup & Salad Bar 
Rolls & Butter $5.95 
Dinner Special... 
Ground Round, Choice of Potato, 
Soup & Salad Bar, Roll & Butter $4.55 
Sot.     On Our Buffet... 
B.B.Q. Beef Ribs, Chicken, 
Mac. & Cheese, Vegetable, 
Mash Potatoes, Gravy, 
Soup & Salad Bar, Rolls & Butter.. $5.45 
Dinner Special... 
Steak and Shrimp 
(8 oz. Strip Steak and 12 pieces shrimp) 
Choice of Potato, Roll & Butter, 
Soup & Salad Bar $5.85 
Sun.     On Our Buffet... 
Roast Beef, Chicken, Salisbury Steak, 
Homemade Dressing, Mash Potatoes, 
Gravy, Vegetable, Soup & Salad Bar 
Rolls & Butter $5.45 
Dinner Special... 
Roast Beef Dinner, Choice of Potato, 
Soup & Salad Bar, Roll & Butter $4.75 
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CJAO to set goals 
by Gary Hull 
reporter 
The primary goals of the 
University Activities Organi- 
zation (UAO) for the coming 
year will be to provide quality 
programs for students and 
increase student involve- 
ment, according to Gail 
Swanka, new UAO director. 
"I'm expecting a lot out of 
this organization because I 
think it s capable," Swanka 
said. University students can 
make the program "as good 
as they want it to be," she 
said. 
There are currently 400 stu- 
dents involved with UAO and 
one of Swanka's goals is to 
significantly increase that 
number. Swanka wants stu- 
dents to become aware of the 
diversity of programs avail- 
able through UAO. 
To get more student partici- 
pants, UAO is encouraging 
freshmen at pre-registration 
to look at the opportunities it 
offers. So far, about SO pre- 
registration participants 
have shown an interest in the 
program, Swanka said. 
UAO ACCEPTS members 
year round, she said. 
Swanka would also like to 
increase daily programming 
and make UAO activities 
available to commuter stu- 
dents, some of whom find it 
difficult to come back to cam- 
pus at night. Some of these 
activities might include a lec- 
ture series and live music in 
the Union oval. 
"Daily progranuning can 
change the pace of the day 
and offer the students some- 
thing new." Swanka said. 
IN THE NEAR future, 
Swanka, two graduate assis- 
tants, the five-member UAO 
executive board and the 13 
chairs of UAO special com- 
mittees in order to organize 
goals for the coming year. 
The retreat will be a chance 
for the group to work together 
and pool their ideas, the re- 
sult will mean improved pro- 
grams, Swanka said. 
"We  want  to  offer pro- 
Srams that introduce stu- 
ents to new ideas and 
performers," Swanka said. 
"We can accomplish this by 
offering programs (to stu- 
dents) at a low cost or no cost 
at all." 
City sends 50 peace ribbons 
by Shelly Trusty 
editor 
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Thousands of 18-by-36 inch 
"peace ribbons" from around 
the world will be used in the 
"Frieze the Pentagon" demon- 
stration in Washington D.C., 
Sunday. Fifty of the ribbons 
were created by Bowling Green 
artists. 
People from ages two to 60 
participated in the Bowling 
Green project. "The ribbons are 
created from cloth, some 
painted, some woven, some ap- 
pliqued - each with a ribbon on 
each corner to tie it to the (Pen- 
tagon) fence with," said Carol 
Aldridge, art resource librarian 
and local resource person for the 
ribbon project 
Wrapping the Pentagon in 
peace banners is meant as a 
symbolic gesture of peace encir- 
cling war, Aldridge said. Each 
ribbon represents what each in- 
dividual artist will miss most in 
the event of a nuclear holocaust. 
Aldridge said she learned 
about the project while attend- 
ing a workshop in Columbus 
conducted by a needlework his- 
torian. At the workshop many 
traditional women's crafts were 
presented as political works. 
"Women have always used art 
politically," she said. Tradition- 
ally women have used needle- 
work to raise money for 
charities and have designed 
works that contain political mes- 
sages, she said. 
"I NEVER thought quilting 
and embroidery had a political 
role (before the workshop)," 
Aldridge said. At the conclusion 
of the workshop the historian 
mentioned the ribbon project 
The demonstration was origi- 
nally proposed in March 1982, by 
Justine Merritt, a Denver 
woman. Aldridge said Merritt 
proposed the peace ribbon idea 
and then, at first, dismissed it as 
a "hair-brained idea." 
The idea soon caught on, how- 
ever. Originally, Merritt esti- 
mated there would be only 40 
banners from the 50 states 
(which would not surround the 
ltt mile-around pentagon), Al- 
dridge said. Aldridge estimates 
the peace ribbon will stretch 
almost 20 miles and the demon- 
stration will include as many as 
100,000 participants. 
Participants are not made-up 
entirely of women, however. 
Doug Blandy, chairman of Art 
Education, will participate in 
the demonstration and has taken 
an active role in the project by 
encouraging students to take 
part. 
Blandy said four full-time and 
some part-time faculty initiated 
the project in their classroom. 
"Each of us (faculty) took the 
peace banner protect into class. 
The students had an option to 
participate or not to participate. 
We had about 96 percent partici- 
pating," he said. 
"THE REASONS why it is an 
important project is: one, the 
issue itself, of peace; and also, 
most of the students are prepar- 
ing to teach in the public schools 
and part of that is teaching 
students to understand how im- 
portant art is in society and that 
Carol Aldridge 
artists deal with social issues 
in their art," Blandy said. He 
said the ribbon project is a polit- 
ical project but not one related 
to party politics. 
''Being active is suspect these 
days," said Jean Tutolo, a non- 
traditional student who helped 
create one of the ribbons. "If 
you cry about something other 
than getting a 'B' or something 
that happened on Dynasty you 
are suspect. People believe in a 
lot of things but don't fight be- 
cause someone might laugh at 
them. 
"You just need an atmosphere 
to do that (become active). I 
BG News/Jim Youll 
think that is what the ribbon 
does. It is comforting to know 
that so many peace ribbons 
come from Bowling Green, 
Ohio," she said. 
ACCORDING TO Aldridge, 
participants plan to gather at 10 
a.m., march around the White 
House, the Capitol building, the 
Washington monument, and 
then to the Pentagon. 
After the demonstration some 
of the ribbons will go on display 
at the Chicago Peace Museum 
and Texas Women's University; 
others will be taken to countries 
such as Russia and Japan, 
Adridge said. 
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(Continued from page 1) 
ing Green State University ap- 
preciates." 
Napier said the increase in 
state funding for schools is the 
highest of any major agency on 
Celeste's budget. 
He said the state hopes to level 
off tuition costs (Ohio is the 
fourth highest in the nation), 
upgrade the programs, and in- 
volve higher education more in 
the revitalization of Ohio's eco- 
nomic structure. 
According to Regents Chan- 
cellor William Coulter, the ex- 
pectation that tuition will 
increase no more than 4 percent 
in the next two years was incen- 
tive to release the state funds as 
soon as possible. 
"THAT   (TUITION)   was  a 
goal of the Board of Regents, the 
governer, the House, and the 
Senate," Coulter said. "In order 
for this to become reality, we 
need to have these state appro- 
priations released and for- 
warded to the individual 
campuses as quickly as possi- 
ble/ 
The University Board of 
Trustees passed it's 1965-86 edu- 
cational budget on June 28 con- 
tingent upon the approval of the 
state budget. 
"We believe that the revenue 
available to the University from 
increased state subsidy and ap- 
proved fee increases will be 
adequate in meeting the finan- 
cial objectives of the faculty 
senate budget committee, the 
University senate budget com- 
mittee, and the president (Ols- 
camp)," Eakin said. 
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Bicycle theft 
(Continued from page 1) 
Stems said many bikes that 
are stolen are not registered 
with Campus Safety or the city, 
making the Job of finding the 
bike harder. 
Seargent Claude Clouse of the 
Bowling Green Police Depart- 
ment said most bike thefts are 
due to carelessness on the part 
of the cyclist. "I'm riding the 
same bike that I've been riding 
for 10 years," be said. "I leave U 
all over town, but it's locked." 
CLOUSE SAID often people 
will buy a *200 bicycle and lock it 
with a $2 lock. "If you spend that 
much on a bike, you should be 
willing to buy a good lock to 
secure your bicycle," he said. 
"Most people (who have their 
bicycle stolen) don't lock their 
bicycle, and most of them don't 
buy licenses. Why - I don't 
know. 
"Sometimes when a bicycle is 
stolen all the owner has to iden- 
tify it is the make and the color. 
If it is blue, red, or yellow it 
would probably match with two- 
thirds of all the bikes stolen," he 
said. 
"Sometimes a student is cov- 
ered by his father's insurance 
and doesn't bother to report the 
bike stolen until the insurance 
company asks for a report. 
Sometimes we'll get a guy call- 
ing up here wanting to report a 
stolen bicycle that has been 
missing for months," Clouse 
said. 
He said most bicycles left un- 
locked are the object of 'Joy- 
rides.' 'Joy-riders' will often 
take an unlocked bike for a ride 
to wherever their destination 
might be. 
"THERE ARE people who 
make a living doing it (bicycle 
theft), too," he said. "We found 
a couple of guys with two or 
three bikes in their van. These 
guys were armed. It was a pro- 
fession," Clouse said. 
Students leave bicycles 
chained to racks during the sum- 
mer for months after they have 
moved and return to find their 
bicycle has been stolen, Clouse 
said. This leads to a rash of 
reports in the beginning of the 
next academic year, he said. 
Bicycles should be chained in 
the bike racks only, Sterns said. 
Students have chained them to 
trees, signs, and handicapped 
ramps in the past, and nave 
received warnings for this at the 
beginning of the year. If a bike is 
not registered, warnings are is- 
sued for the student to register 
the bike. 
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Rugby popular, successful club sport 
by Mike Amburgey 
sports editor 
The University Rugby Team 
fought its way to a number two 
national ranking last year, and 
head coach Roger Mazzarella 
thinks a number one ranking is 
an attainable goal. 
"We probably had the best 
(University) team ever last 
year, and surprisingly, I think 
we can top that this year," Maz- 
zarella said. "We only lost three 
players to graduation, and in 
rugby that is a very small num- 
ber." 
Mazzarella said the team has 
lost only two games in the last 
two years. One of those games 
turned out to be the midwest 
regional final last year that de- 
cided who would play the num- 
ber one ranked University of 
California at Berkeley. 
Last year's team posted a 48-5- 
2 record for the entire squad. 
The team is divided into A, B, C, 
and D teams, with each level 
playing games against other 
team's divided squads, accord- 
ing to Mazzarella. 
"THAT'S THE beauty of 
rugby - everyone can play," he 
said. Rugby is one of 33 Univer- 
sity club sports, which is not the 
same as varsity sports. 
"We get very little money 
from the University," Mazza- 
rella said. "We get about $11,000 
for 33 sports, and we (the rugby 
team) get about $650." 
He said each individual player 
helps pay for his own uniform, 
transportation and lodging ex- 
penses when traveling to away 
games. Mazzarella estimated a 
player's cost is about $300 per 
year. 
"We'll have about 55 guys 
returning this year." Mazza- 
rella said he expects a total of 75 
players to be on the team this 
year. 
"One of the strengths of our 
team is our depth. We can afford 
an injury, because we know we 
have other players to replace 
him," said Chuck Tunnacliffe, 
senior marketing major and 
rugby standout. Tunnacliffe was 
named All-American on the 
15 player national team, last 
year. 
"The rugby team is a close 
bunch of guys, on and off the 
field. We get a lot of our own 
friends out there. We have a lot 
of high school athletes who 
wanted to play a college-level 
sport, but who didn't want the 
discipline it involved. But rugby 
does have all of the competition 
of a major sport," Tunnacliffe 
said. 
"I think we have an outstand- 
ing program compared to other 
schools/' John Zielinski, senior 
procurement and materials 
management major said. "I 
think a major weakness is the 
amount of money we receive 
from the school compared to 
other schools." 
Zielinski said playing on the 
rugby team is relaxed and en- joyable. He said games are in- 
tense, but practices are fun. "In 
practice we make sure we get 
things done." 
BG News/Roger Mazzarella Roughing it 
(above)Team members play against the national military champions from Patterson Air Force Basein a 
tournament last season. BG won 32-7.(right) Pat Wood puts all his concentration into a kick. 
j END OF SUMMER SPECIAL j 
Two bedroom furnished 
PRICE REDUCED 
Your rent includes. 
Air conditioning and/or heat; 
Cablevision, Water, Sewer, Trash col- 
lection; AND a big plus is LOCATION. 
Across the street from Campus, near 
shops, and close to the center of town. 
CAMPUS MANOR 
APARTMENTS 
Our office is located in B Building, 505 
Clough Street. 
Come in and see the apartments, or call 
352-9302 and set up an appointment. 
THIS WEEK'S 
BANANA SPLIT 
WINNERS 
Lee Armanlnl 
BUI Xlnkead 
Bring this coupon in with 
an I.D. to receive your 
FREE Banana Split. Stop 
in Baskin Robbins to reg- 
ister for next week. 
BASKIN-ROBBINS 
ICE CREAM STORE 
161b E. WOOSTER 
STADIUM PLAZA 
MAKE YOUR BREAK 
TO DEHTLEY'S! 
. 
3vuv 
Bentley's In 
1550 E. Woostor St. 
you deserve a break and 
Bentley's in the Holiday 
Inn, has just the right 
deals for you. Monday through 
Saturday enjoy special drinks at special 
prices! And. don't forget the Bentley's 
Happy Hour, every night from 4-9 pm 
featuring our famous Sip n Dip! Make 
your break a "Bentley's break!" 
the Holiday Inn-Bowling Green 
• Bowling Green, OH 43402 • 352-5211 
j 
Here's the inside story 
ofour new 
Buttermilk Biscuits. 
»lty amour EUlama* B»cun ao Iraen am oat 
ooui? Caw .a mm am tn. good WM»«. 
IMIMMB, 
r» — .-1 Mr, n M .MMM, 
*****   Tlan., „aM dougl. «, »I n not. 
taOmaaa nwoKani oacut b, m 
SUMMER SIZZLERS '85 
WEDNESDAY, JULY 31 
FRIDAY, AUGUST 2 
SATURDAY. AUGUST 3 
MONDAY. AUGUST 5 
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 7 
FRIDAY. AUGUST 9 
Rocky III 
University Hall, Main Auditorium, 8:00 pm 
Free w/ BGSU ID 
Portside Trip 
$1.00 / person for transportation 
Departure: 3.00 pm      Return: 9:00 pm 
Wood County Fair Shuttle   Noon-Midnight 
Van departs from Union Oval every 2 hours 
Free transportation!  No reservation nec- 
essary!      Admission: $3.50 
Monday Musicians 
Union Oval      11.00 am - 1:00 pm 
Blazing Saddles 
University Hall, Main Auditorium, 8:00 pm 
Free w/ BGSU ID 
Cleveland Indians vs. Detroit Tigers 
$8.00/person for ticket and transportation 
Departure: 3:00 pm 
MM) « in M oalcnaa » nraugn «» o», So 
may™ Mn kaarnual tu o» Kanutty Fnao 
CMokona 
KM. Hal a » not «ory One by and taat. our 
Bunm* nacuaa lor routM Or rx* up araj 
•nm doton (or in. tarn* 
And antoy thorn happa, *** after 
^KgntockyftieQ Chicken 
$1.55 
2-PIECE 
MEAL 
1 ***•* of Owe tf, 
lC«Q  RKVtohMC'K. 
Mttfte* •M.BMf * Qw, 
t ftMVMft ■'•curt 
$1.55 
2-PIECE 
MEAL 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL 372-2343. 
SIGN UP FOR TRIPS IN THE UAO OFFICE. THIRD FLOOR, UNION. 
$1.55 
2-PIECE 
MEAL 
2 ftMN •> C<Mct«« 
*>t*«d •wm. ft Ga".., 
I 
I 
I 
I 
$1.55 
2-PIECE 
MEAL 
2 tnaca. at etweaar. 
■: «.,,- 
(■aaaed *>.*teea i G..., 
•tacaa 
•V14/M        4KMJ       «V14/tS 
-Now Featuring- 
Frtsh-Bakad Buttermilk Biscuits Mad* From Scratch 
"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru" 
•Kentucky .Fried Chicken 
1020 N. Main - 8.0 
352-2061 Fremont 
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'European Vacation* is disappointing 
byKcnZakd 
film reviewer 
"We're not normal people - 
we're the Griswalds." -Chevy 
Chase In "National Lampoon's 
European Vacation" 
A few summers ago a close 
friend of mine, who worked at 
Yellowstone National Park, 
coined the term "touron" for 
certain tourists with amazing 
moronic qualities. You know the 
type: the husbands that hop out 
of their car for a snapshot of the 
family with Mr. Grizzly. 
("Honey, could you move closer 
to the bear?") 
You might say the Griswalds 
are the ultimate "touron" fam- 
ily. Winning a European vaca- 
tion on the "Pig-In-A-Poke" 
game show, the Griswalds 
travel with an uncanny natvete 
of the disastrous results their 
actions cause. 
However,    "National   Lam- 
poon's European Vacation" is a 
disappointingly average com- 
edy. The movie's advertise- 
ments - which I find very funny 
- inevitably promise more than 
the movie delivers. In fact, ev- 
ery good sight gag is in the 
movie's preview, and one 
watches the movie in dull antic- 
ipation of a joke that's already 
been seen. 
The movie's framework (the 
vacation) is like a clothesline 
with different jokes randomly 
hung on it, with seemingly no 
regard for consistency or order. 
This kind of disarray works for 
some movies (a good example is 
"Stripes") but usually fails mis- 
erably, and this is the case with 
"European Vacation." The re- 
sult is uneven and awkward, 
with some sections of the movie 
mired in stupidity or boredom, 
particularly as it nears the end. 
The Griswald children are 
particularly   annoying,   espe- 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL? 
WE HAVE THE CUREll 
129S3 KRAMER RD. 
- BG. - 
BG »LARGEST 
AND MOST 
COMPLETE 
IMPORT 
FACILITY 
352-7031 
cially audience is expected to 
alternately laugh at and sympa- 
thize with their "problems." 
Throughout the movie, the kids 
hate the vacation. Rusty, think- 
ing the London hotel's television 
must be broken because it has 
"only four channels and no 
MTV,'' moans as if music videos 
are as vital to him as oxygen. 
The daughter Audrey anxiously 
stuffs herself with food because 
she's away from her boyfriend. 
It's impossible to respect these 
two-dimensional characters. 
Searching for a "climactic" 
way to end a sporadic film like 
"European Vacation." the writ- 
ers opted for the tired' 'wife gets 
kidnapped by robbers and hubby 
saves Tier" chase scheme, which 
is stupid beyond description. 
(You're even supposed to take 
the robbers seriously as they 
aren't played for laughs.) 
The fact that the Griswalds 
aren't normal people provides 
an excuse to laugh at their ex- 
ploits throughout Europe. As 
viewers, we are comfortable 
thinking that we would never act 
so ridiculous, (naturally) assert- 
ing our superiority over the in- 
ept Griswalds. Yet this leads to 
the most irritating element of 
"European Vacation." 
In England, the British are 
CAR STRUCK 
DAILY RENTALS 
e Starts as low as $9 per day 
(must be 
21 yrs old) 
■     SMI.IH 
Ail Id 
New Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green locations: 
100 S. Main St. 
327 S. Main St. 
1098 N. Main St. 
hours: 
Lobby 
8:30 -4:00 p.m. Mon. - Thurs. 
8:30 - 6:00 p.m. Friday 
8:30 - noon Saturday 
Drive thru window 
8:30 - 7:00 p.m. Mon. - Fri. 
8:30 ■ noon Saturday 
unbearably polite, even as Dad 
Griswald crashes into their cars 
driving on the wrong side of the 
road. The family complains that 
no one speaks English. In 
France everyone treats the 
Griswalds rudely: waiters, hotel 
clerks, Parisians, even cute 
girls. In Italy, Griswald's wife Is 
kidnapped by robbers. 
In other words, "European 
Vacation" operates like a poor 
television sitcom, relying on 
(and contributing to) popular 
American myths and prejudices 
about European countries and 
their inhabitants. At times the 
movie seems to parody these 
American myths - French hotel 
clerks call the Griswalds "typ- 
ical American assholes" - and 
Eerhaps the Griswalds personify 
ow ridiculous American tour- 
ists appear to another country's 
inhabitants. 
Yet, rather than providing hu- 
morous insight into the assump- 
tions Americans have of foreign 
countries, or developing new 
inventions on these myths, "Eu- 
ropean Vacation" supports 
these beliefs. 
At vacation's end the family 
flies home, relieved that they're 
returning to America, where 
everything is familiar again - 
none of them could bear to spend 
another day in Europe. 
The movie endorses the belief 
that Americans, even the Gris- 
walds, are better than all those 
foreigners. I'm not saying pride 
in one's country is a bad thing. 
It's the blind endorsement of 
everything American - both 
good and bad - this movie seems 
to support that insulted me the 
most. 
I doubt most people examine 
personal assumptions as they 
react to a movie, but "European 
Vacation" particularly annoyed 
me because it manipulates these 
beliefs to make us laugh, assum- 
ing we won't doubt the validity 
of the movie's portrayal of Eu- 
rope. 
Despite its faults, "National 
Lampoon's European Vacation" 
does nave some funny moments. 
But they are few, broad, and 
more often than not stretched 
out over a longer period than 
necessary for the audience to 
"catch on." 
Don't waste your summer va- 
cation time with the Griswalds 
in Europe. 
"National Lampoon's Euro- 
pean Vacation" is showing at 
Stadium Cinemas at 7:30 and 
9:15 nightly. 
Ken Zakel, senior film studies 
major from Englewood, Ohio, is 
the film reviewer of the News. 
In recognition of the 
75* Anniversary of 
BGSU and the 25>h 
Anniversary of the 
1 
— GRADUATE COLLEGE — 
GRADUATE STUDENT 
SENATE 
is sponsoring  a  logo contest 
for the Graduate College. 
• Open to all students • 
1st PRIZE-$30 
2nd PRIZE - $20 
3rd PRIZE- $10 
Logos should contain the number "25". 
DEADLINE: Fri., Aug. 2, NOON 
Graduate Student Senate Office 
300 East - AAcFall Center 
^-'^"' ^
m
" "^ "^ ~^^ ~"^ "^ ~^* '^^ ~^^ ^^ ^~ ~^^ "^^ '^^ 
McGreevey 
(Continued from page 1) 
view before they go in to vote at 
an assembly meeting,'' McGree- 
vey said. 
McGreevey wants to get more 
people involved in USG. "We've 
had a really good summer so far 
with pre-registration," he said. 
"I've been working with orienta- 
tion leaders so the freshmen will 
know what USG is all about" 
USG will provide resident advi- 
sors and the Off-Campus Stu- 
dent Center with information 
about USG. 
In addition, McGreevey hopes 
to have a rotating meeting each 
month. "Once a month we're 
going to move the meeting to a 
place on campus that will be 
easily accessible to students, 
where they're at - such as the 
Off-Campus Student Center or a 
residence hall so they can see 
how USG operates and give us 
input on issues and decisions," 
he said. 
McGreevey plans to create 
stronger bonds with student or- 
ganizations by using the Inter- 
University President's Council. 
The council is made up of presi- 
dents of clubs and organizations 
on campus. "The organization 
has been in existence for years, 
but I don't think it was utilized to 
its fullest ability," he said. 
McGreevey plans to work clo- 
sely with Graduate Student Gov- 
ernment as well, "... because 
important issues effect all stu- 
dents, not just undergraduates," 
McGreevey said. 
He also plans to extend the 
"action-reaction" program that 
was begun by the past adminis- 
tration. In action-reaction stu- 
dents fill out a form that lets the 
representatives know the stu- 
dent's reaction to University 
policy and the actions of USG. 
ELECTIONS FOR new USG 
representatives are tenatively 
set for Sept. 25, according to 
McGreevey. He is currently 
looking into reconfiguration of 
on-campus voting districts and 
the possibility of increasing the 
number of off-campus represen- 
tatives. 
"We will be sponsoring a can- 
didate's forum again this 
year."he said. "(The forum) 
will focus on election awareness 
- candidates and issues and the 
pros and cons of candidates." 
McGreevey said more specific 
plans for the year must wait 
until USG members come to 
campus in the fall. "They are a 
big part in making goals, espe- 
cially specific goals,   he said. 
UNLIMITED "COMPUTERIZED" 
SECRETARIAL SERVICES 
"UCSS" College papers,   resumes, 
theses S much more 
i Editing 
• Phone & tape dictation/trans- 
cribing 
1
 Word processing 
(216)226-6869 
Lakawood, Onto 
Hours: 9 am - 5 p.m. 
Mon. thru Fri. 
"""^CW.    ' 
Winthrop Terrace Apts. 
For the Best in Housing - 
see us at 400 Napoleon Rd. 
•One and two bedroom furnished & 
unfurnished apartments 
•3 locations - Napoleon Rd., 
Summit St., and Palmer Ave. 
•Heat, Water, Trash pick-up, Cable, 
and gas paid 
•Full time maintenance service 
•On-site management 
•Swimming pool 
•Laundromats 
•All carpeted, draperies furnished 
/ 
r Office Hours: 9-5 Mon-Fri 
Phone 352-9135 
10-3 Sat \ 
/ 
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Local woman finds runnina fun 
Mot easy at first, but addictive 
by Mike Amburgey 
sports editor 
Running attracts a wide range 
of people who differ in status, 
physical ability, and dedication. 
Some run to shed pounds, pre- 
vent heart attacks, or for the 
personal satisfaction running 
gives them. 
Dana Inloes, a Bowline Green 
resident, runs from 12 to 20 
miles a week to stay healthy and 
for the fulfillment ft brings her. 
"I was dating a guy who was 
into running, and we used to go 
to the track together," Inloes 
said. "I could hardly run two 
laps. It was because of his enthu- 
siasm for running that I began to 
like it." 
Inloes said she started going 
to the Student Recreation Center 
five days a week to run. "I 
increased it (distance) grad- 
ually, going every lap I could 
without stooping. 
Six months later I saw my 
friend, and I said, 'Guess what? 
I just ran six miles.' " 
Inloes, manager of a local 
answering service, also teaches 
piano in tier home studio. She 
said that running aided her lung 
capacity for singing. 
"I'VE TOLD many beginners 
not to give up. because you're 
lung capacity has to develop," 
shesaia. 
Inloes said some mornings she 
wakes and thinks she has to run. 
"It's almost like an addiction." 
she said, however, it is a benefi- 
Classifieds 
cial addiction, she said. 
Inloes said when she is run- 
ning along a country road she 
has time to think. "Sometimes 
there are problems that are 
solved at the end of five miles. I 
think it's because there is an 
order in nature, and you can 
pattern that order in your life," 
she said. 
"IF THERE is a fallen tree, it 
didn't make it because its roots 
were in the wrong place. And if I 
didn't get that lob, mavbe I was 
in the wrong place at the wrong 
time," Inloes said. 
"Then you see a successful 
element in nature like a huge 
tree or a healthy crop, there Is 
an order." 
Inloes said running is a posi- 
tive direction that people can 
take. She admits she is not a 
competitor. "I sometimes ex- 
ceeds miles a week, but I never 
go below 12.1 vary in the num- 
ber of miles I run per week." 
"It (running) is a time of 
inspiration, where nobody can 
interrupt your thoughts, and 
there's no phone ringing," she 
said. 
Inloes said she does experi- 
ence the "runner's "high, but 
finds it difficult to explain. "It's 
Just hard to verbalize for me," 
she said. 
"Sometimes it's hard to get up 
and run. The first mile can be 
impossible," Inloes said. 
Winter is the best season for 
her to run, and her weekly mile- 
age increases to around IS miles 
Dana Inloes 
in the colder months, she said. 
"My speed increases in the 
winter, too," Inloes said. I know 
that's backward for most peo- 
ple. I just tend to have a higher 
energy level in the winter than 
in the summer." 
"Sometimes my body says no, 
and when my body says no, I 
don't go. Bui my body doesn't 
say no more than three days in a 
week, ever," she said. She said 
sometimes she feels sluggish if 
she doesn't run for two or three 
days. 
INLOES HAS run competiti- 
vely. 
"Five years ago I ran in a 
Chans Community 5-K and a 
BG News/Alex Horvath 
race in Maumee. I didn't have 
any inkling for competing, I just 
thought the entry fee went for a 
good cause (hospital equip- 
ment)," Inloes said. 
"There was a time when I 
thought it would be neat to win a 
race, but I never had a strong 
enough desire to stick to the 
stringent training schedule that 
demanded," she said. 
Inloes said she has tried va- 
rious forms of exercise such as 
swimming, aerobics, and bicy- 
cling, but she always returns to 
running. 
"Running is great. If you do it 
long enough it becomes a part of 
you." 
Mind building 
Runners build mental strength 
by Mike Amburgey 
sports editor 
The mind and the body can- 
not be separated, and physi- 
cal well-being does have an 
effect on how a person han- 
dlefl problems in his or her 
life, according to Rex Filer, 
counselor at the University 
Cwuwellng and Career Devel- 
opment Center. 
Filer said regular exercise 
is beneficial. "There is grow- 
ing evidence that regular 
exercise is beneficial to peo- 
ple in all aspects of their 
lives," Filer said. "It affects 
how they deal with situations 
and how they deal with peo- 
ple." 
Filer said exercise can help 
people to be motivated. 
''When we don't feel well 
physically, we cant do any- 
thing very well," be said. 
"We should incorporate 
exercise into our life style." 
Filer said people need to ask 
some questions about their 
habits. ''Do we take the eleva- 
tor or the stairs to the fourth 
floor?" "Do we park close to 
the store in the parking lot or 
do we walk a little further?" 
Filer said people should 
look at little things like these 
to try to incorporate as much 
exercise as possible into their 
lives. 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS are 
one of the things that make 
people feel good. Filer said, 
when people have had a try- 
ing day, they can still say " 'I 
got my exercise in today' - 
that's an accomplishment," 
Filer said. 
The first step is not to ex- 
pect to be a world class run- 
ner," Filer said. "Seek some 
advice, the Rec Center is 
more than willing to help out 
with a program. Whatever it 
is, do something and do it on a 
regular basis. 
Ronald Zwierlein, assistant 
director of the Student Recre- 
ation Center, said most peo- 
ple run on the indoor track at 
the Recreation Center for 
personal gains such as Im- 
proving their health. 
"A number of people indi- 
cate their basic reason for 
coming here to run is for 
minor physical health prob- 
lems," Zwierlein said. He 
said the runners found the 
cardiovascular and cardlo- 
pulminary benefits were the 
greatest factors for partici- 
pating In the sport and he said 
most runners at the Recre- 
ation Center possess more 
personal goals of health and 
enjoyment than competitive 
runners. 
"They (runners) just need 
a mental release from the 
office. It's a great way for 
them to leave their problems 
behind them," be said. 
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE SERVICES OFFERED 
Jury 31. 1985 
f -II......... .     ■». 
Howard's club H     | 
* VOTED BEST BAR IN BG * 
AUGUST 1,2. 3 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
210 N. MAIN NO COVER 
• Hemallva D.J. Service 
Experienced * equlped tor ell occasion! 
For more Into. cell 3S2-2704 
TUCKEB TYPING 
* Ouetty Service ' 
 Noncy 362-0808  
Fouls Typing 
Si OO/pege On campus pick up 
 888 2879  
No. 1 K TEST PREPARATION 
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
536-3701 Toledo. OH 
L8AT • MCAT • OMAT ■ QBE 
• C.P A REVIEW • 
• STATE NURSING BOARDS NO I ■   - 
PERSONALS 
Don't have time lo get the Ian you deerre? 
First Edition Heir Dealgn introduce. 
our now tanning bod. Moke you appointment 
today 3541477  
Tan Moeaengor M now taking appositmonta 
at 
QLEMBY SALON at UHLMANS 352-5815 
WANTED 
W Sr Grad FaaVSpnng 85/88 Double room. 
kitchen, private entrance. 3 blocks Unrv 352 
7238  
New prof deeeoe to rant 3-4 bdrrn opt or 
house Plaasi reply T Pogecar. 828 Louauano 
St.. Lawrence, KS 88044  
WANTED Female grad at .'proteaeionol to 
share lovely tumiehed apart near city pork 
Non-amokar. $200-250 nogol 352-4337 
Looking tor apt. near campus to share a rmte 
tor 186548 ech yr Prel grad or senouely 
Homed student Cal 1-814-439-1995 
Need 3 female roommates tor 85-88 school 
year lor apartment Cal 1-433-6116  
One non-smoking, female roommate for 1985- 
88 school year   Cal weekday mornings. Lon 
354-7589  
3 FUN LOVING GIRLS SEEKING A FEMALE 
ROOMMATE NON SMOKER. $125. MO ALL 
UTe_. EXCEPT ELEC.< PR 3RD ST  BONNIE 
352-0780  
DaKMATtlY need 1 Fe rmte tor 85-88 
year to snare opt with 3 others Unrv Voago 
Ap» Col 372-4675 tor mma.  
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 
(U repeal Also doenquent tea property 
Col I 805 687 6000 
Ext QH-9849 lor mtormsoon 
la It True You Can Buy Jeeps tor (44 
Though the US government? 
Get the facts today1 Cal 1-312-742-1142 
Ext. 1794. 
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 |U repair) 
Also deenquont tax property Col 1805687- 
6000 Ext GH 9849 tor rtonnetion 
1980 Mazda GLC sack srvft 54.000 rra Rune 
excel Many new perls $3300 or boot otter 
Con be seen on campus Mon & Wed Can 
Toledo 538-0327 before 2pm & otter 10 pm 
Mon Thur a onyWme Fn thru Sun.  
Mini-Mall Beauty Salon 
190 S. Main 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
352-7658 
4»>»ae»»»e»tY^.»»»»»»»»»«e»»»»a>»o»»e«e»»»>eT»»»»»»»»» 
All Haircuts 
$6 00 
PETS. Aquarium 4 Supply 
DAVY JONES LOCKER 
Downtown 1 78 S   Maul .354 I 885 
HELP WANTED 
Cook/baOysilter 20-30 hrs weekly in our 
home Begm rmd-Auoust thru Moy M Expon- 
enood with chorjren (referencea required. Mea 
your reaponee to M « M Produckono   1163 
Napoleon Rd., BO  
GOVERNMENT JOBS   $15,000 $50.000fyr 
pooalxa  Al occupations Cal 805-687-6000 
Ext R-9849 lo find out how 
GOVERNMENT JOBS $15.000-$50 000 yr 
pooaroto Al occupotione 
Col 1 805-887-6000 
Ext R-9849 to find out how 
Long wuclvtok*do«rn bod Good cond ; Short 
couch good cond . char-very comfortable, a bit 
worn: fOgef Sank complete 352-5435. 352- 
7854 evenrnga  
Ladata 10 speed Schwinn Varsity brcyok) 
$40 00 or boot otter 
  Phone 352-5030 
FOR RENT 
2 bedroom apartment  dose to campus   4 
occuponta AvaOaMo lot to! 352 7454 
Need mate students to to apartments for school 
year 85-86  Two semester individual 
Near campus Phone 352-7365 
FOR SALE 1 bdrm apt  1985-88 school year 
Rent $190;mo   For knormoOon cal Newtove 
Management Services 352-8620  
The BG News" Classified information' 
Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days prior lo publication no later than 4 p.m. 
(BG News not responsible (or postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 60' per line, $1 80 minimum. 
50' extra per ad (or bold type. 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line. 
PREPAYMENT is required for aU non-university related business and individuals. 
NOTICE: The News will not be responsible (or error due to illegibility or incomplete information Please 
come to 214 West Hall immediately il (here is an error in your ad. The news will not be 
responsible (or typographical errors in classified ads (or more than two consecutive insertions 
IF YOU'RE INTO PETS, YOU'RE INTO: 
T>*v4f P—€€A   ^»cAe% 
% DOWNTOWN    178 S. MAIN   354-1885 
2 bdrm apts Fum or untum 
Cal Tom 352-1800 eves $ weekends 
Or 352-4673 Mon Fn  7am-5pm 
Large efficiencies oval on 1 or 2 semester 
looses 1 person $285 mo . 2 people. 
$185/mo/ooch Futy turn includes H uN „ 
color IV » cable Col 3543182 btwn 11-4or 
352 1520 anytime  
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
Name  Phone # 
Address  
Social Security # or Account #_ 
(For billing purposes only) 
Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear (Circle words you wish to appear in bold type) 
Classification In which you wish your ad lo appear: 
      Campus & City Events*   
      Lost 4 Found   
      Rides   
      Services Ottered   
      Personate 
•Co»npu»/city Event ads are pubfaned free ot charge (or one day (or a non-profit event or meeting only. 
Wanted 
Help Wanted 
For Sate 
For Rent 
Date* of Insertion 
j     Total number of days , 
Ma* to: (On or Off-Campus Mail) 
The BG News 
214 West Hall BGSU 
Bowling. Green, Onto 43403 
(Checks payable to BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
tdited by  I'rudr Michel Jiffe 
ACROSS 
1 Westminster 
6 Family member 
10 QUICK as a flash 
14 Wilkes .Pi. 
15 East Asian nvef 
16 "Do  
otheis 
17 Sports palace 
18 Called 
19 Strikeout artist 
Nolan 
20 1938 Grant 
Hepburn dim 
23 Snake 11 he 
swimmer 
24 Withered 
25 Opera seg 
mania. Abor. 
28 Good Seoul's 
dally duly 
31 Glassy mineral 
35 European 
heights 
37 Like some 
cheese 
39 Sir Arthur  
Doyle 
40 Bellamy's 
Uloptan novel 
43 To have, in 
La Havre 
44 Fiji's capital 
45 So-ch and  
46 Actress Sandy 
48 Unit Of meaning 
50 Asner at al 
51 Play the 
hawkshaw 
53 Cumberland 
55 Orwell novel 
62 wtoMyed 
63 River to the 
Mediterranean 
64 Currents 
66 Staler ol Rachel 
67 Chin 
68 Coastal feature 
69 Metdalont'i 
county 
70 Tin, at sea 
71 In want 
DOWN 
i ShaikfloVt) 
2 Feather part 
3 " Rabbit" 
4 Writer Pyte 
SB^hedalernO 
6 mutual 
7 Hardly is 
now alive 
8 Box-shaped 
sleighs 
9 Deoates 
10 Ruffles 
it AuthorSeton 
12 Unverified 
supposition 
13 Hlghfalutm 
2i Collect 
laboriously 
22 up one's 
ears 
25 days 
(youth) 
26 Garnish for 
a ham 
27 Part of a 
place setting 
29 Some are 
scrambled 
30 First 
appearance 
32 Foolish 
33 Showed concern 
34 Lima backdrop 
36 Clinging 
38 B-ubeck 
41 Relating to part 
of the aye 
42 Stevedore'a 
concern 
47 indication 
49 London's Eden 
52 Dramatist 
Pirandello 
54 "Common 
Sense'' author 
ANSWER 
55 Waterproof, as 
a boat 
56 Sshaped curve 
57 Ghostly sound 
58 Math symbol 
59 Extremities 
60 Unoccupied 
61 Critic Hex 
65 Porker's pad 
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Rockyjv Rococo 
RSClf ROCSCS. an exerting 
new concept in the pizza industry. 
is now accepting applications tor 
its new restaurant in Bowling 
Green Interviews lor fun-time and 
part-time employment including 
kitchen managers dming room 
managers, food preparation, serv- 
ice, drivers and other restaurant 
positions wiM oe nek) on Monday. 
Jury 29th thru August 1st. be- 
tween 9 and 5 at the Ohio Bureau 
ol Employment Services, 400 E 
Poe in Bowling Green 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
CAMPUS 
FILMS 
ROCHE 
TONIGHT 
8:00 p.m Main Aud. 
FREE Wf BGSU ID 
"BLAZING 
SADDLES 
Wednesday, August 7 
Main Aud. 8:00 p.m. 
FREE Wl BGSU ID 
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TELEConnumcRTions 
 SVSTEfl" 7185 
Bowling Green State University 
will implement its new System 85 
Telephone Program on Monday, 
August 19, 1985. 
Some of the features are: 
touch tone, call forwarding, automatic callback, 
abbreviated dialing, dial 9 for off campus, 
dial 0 for operator. 
Features will be described on video 
training films scheduled as follows: 
DAY 
Monday 
& 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
& 
Thursday 
Monday 
Tuesday 
& 
Wednesday 
DATE 
August 5 
August 6 
August 7 
August 8 
August 12 
August 13 
August 14 
DAILY TIMES 
9:00 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
1:30 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
Times as above 
Times as above 
Times as above 
Times as above 
Times as above 
AREAS 
President's Office, Vice President for 
Budget & Planning, Vice President for 
Operations and Vice President for 
Student Affairs 
Vice President for Academic Affairs 
and Athletic Department 
Scheduled as make up sessions for 
those who could not attend prior 
sessions. 
Scheduled for those using special 
telephone instruments. These areas 
will be contacted during the week of 
August 5. 
Following the viewing you may go to a "Hands On 
Lab" for actual instrument experience. 
- DATE TIME PLACES 
Monday, Aug. 5 -N. E. Commons 
thru Thursday, 10:00 a.m. 
Aug. 8 thru -Plant Operations / 
and 3:00 p.m. Scene Shop 
Monday, Aug. 12 Daily 
thru Wednesday, -Univ. Union / Prout 
Aug. 14 Dining Room 
r 
The labs will be staffed with personnel to 
assist you and answer questions. One 
other significant change is that all cam- 
pus numbers that presently Have 0 as the 
fourth digit, will be changed to an 8. 
Example: 372-0207 will be 372-8207. 
